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Abstract: Net neutrality is touted as essential for innovation. However, we have not had net innovation (in the IP layer of the Internet) for 23 years (not since IP Multicast in 1988). Why not? BGP is certainly a retrograde step. We have seen the failure to deploy IPv6, the failure to deploy ECN, the failure to deploy a decent mobile IP layer solution.

Innovation has abounded in the higher layers, but is dismally absent in IP. I claim that this is because net neutrality chills innovation in the net. It kills any first-mover advantage, where a new service can use discriminatory pricing to charge disproportionately more to early adopters and get them to pay for the deployment.

I propose we remove net neutrality as an experiment in empirical economics and see if the right to charge arbitrary amounts to different users (not just differential pricing, but actually arbitrary, and superficially "unfair" prices) causes more net innovation.

The place to try this is where it is most urgent, which is in the USA.
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